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can u sneak out 2nite? What a brazen question for a tween girl to text to a boy! In a sex-saturated
world, how can parents address the dramatic upswing of sexually forward girls in hot pursuit of their
young sons? aggressive girls, clueless boys offers a solution to this unsettling cultural trend.
Through seven guided "Talk About It" conversations, what-if scenarios, and honest responses to
questions from real-life parents, Dennis Rainey offers a detailed guide on teaching your adolescent
son to set boundaries and pursue the right kind of girl. It's time for straight talk with your son! Give
him the courage to stand strong in a world enticing him to throw away his sexual purity.
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"The modern girl thinks nothing of asking or luring a guy to have sex before they have much of a
relationship."The above sentence is pretty much the pervasive sentiment you will find in this book.I
bought this book obviously with some knowledge of what it would contain and some agreement with
the title that a good amount of today's teen girls are very aggressive. However, this book makes
young teenage girls seem like worldly prostitutes who prey and manipulate boys.Obviously some,
maybe even a great many, do manipulate boys, as do some boys manipulate girls. Not only does
the author not give an example of the later (which is fine, that is not the title of the book), but from
the examples the author gives of girls manipulating boys, the author has overwhelmingly not seen
that there is clearly another side to some of the stories and that the boys in these examples have
most probably lied a bit (or more) as far as their involvement in the events that have taken place.A

story with a mom sending a girl home after finding her in their apartment building's hot tub with her
son and her son's friend (in that situation whom do you feel has the advantage? Obviously to those
with a clear mind, the boy who lied to his parents and did not tell them he was meeting a girl and he
brought his friend is probably not in the position of being too thoroughly taken advantage of that
night). The mom in this situation sends the girl home, without taking into account that she had to
walk 3 blocks at night alone! Christian parenting?
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